NOTIFICATION NO.04/B.Ed./M.Ed./Honors/Integrated/P.G.SEMESTER-III/2018

In continuation to this office result Notification No. 01 dated 26.06.2019 pertaining to B.Ed./M.Ed./Honors/Integrated (CBCS) Semester-III Course End Semester Examination held in December 2018, the result of the following candidate/s whose result has been kept withheld under RLO/ Absent category is hereby amended & declared as under:-

University Roll No.: 17050080131  Name: VIPAN KUMAR, Parentage: HANS RAJ
5EDMTE0303 [030, 045]  5ENGTET301 [032, 042]  5INTPC0304 [135, 058]  5PHSTE0302 [033, 043]
Grade: A
SGPA: 7.70
Total: 0418/0550  Percentage: 76.00%

University Roll No.: 17522080010  Name: MUSKAAN BHAU, Parentage: VIJAY SINGH BHAU
Grade: F
Total: */0700  Percentage: *%  [Reappear in 4ENGTC0302, 4ENGTC0303]

University Roll No.: 17532060005  Name: AKSHITA SHARMA, Parentage: RAM PAUL SHARMA
0MATGENE01 [030, ABS]  4GELPC0301 [017, 017]  4GELPC0302 [017, 018]  4GELPC0303 [021, 020]  4GELSE0301 [017, 062]
4GELTC0301 [012, 059]  4GELTC0302 [017, 060]  4GELTC0303 [016, 060]
Grade: F
Total: */0700  Percentage: *%  [Reappear in 0MATGENE01]

Errors and omissions excepted

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

No.: CLUJ/EXAM/2018-19/751-760
DATED: 19.07.2019
Copy To:
1. Special Secretary to Vice Chancellor
2. Principal, Govt. College of Education.
3. P.A. to Registrar
4. Sh. Rakesh Mohan Dutt, I/c I.T. Cell for uploading the Result Notification on the University Website.
5. Assistant Registrar (Exams.) for information & record.